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Over fifty people from different countries flew to Brussels, Belgium on 8th of February 2019,
to take part in an innovative project “Erasmus Vote Power - Active citizens for an active
Europe” which aim to motivate the Erasmus Generation to go to vote for the European
elections, which will take place between 23 and 26 May 2019. Thanks to the financial support
of the European Parliament and the Erasmus+ Students and Alumni Alliance (ESAA), we were
able to invite selected Erasmus Ambassadors to encourage and discuss the active
involvement of young citizens living abroad during the European elections. Inter alia, the event
was attended by active members of the Erasmus Students Network and the Erasmus Mundus
Association, along with other students, young international professionals and Erasmus
Volunteers.
The event began with speeches of Laura Popa (European Parliament), Nicola Filizola (VicePresident of the garagErasmus foundation), Oana Dumitrescu (European Commission) who
started with opening messages that inspired attendants to find a campaign very passionate.
Laura Popa shared an emotional speech about having a voting chance from abroad and how
important it is nowadays to be able to vote. Nicola Filizola and Oana Dumitrescu encouraged
the attendees to fight for the future of their Europe. We also proudly presented a message
from Antonio Tajani, the President of the European Parliament.
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Right after, Mats Hvid (European Movement International) introduced the public to the political
challenges of the European Elections 2019, Sebastiano Putoto (Young European Federalists)
explained how the European elections are a patchwork of national electoral rules and political
campaigns, whereas Nadia Deis (AEGEE-Yvote) presented the Y vote application as a tool
for EU citizens to know how to vote regardless of where they are.
The second part of the event was designed specifically to train ambassadors on a common
narrative for the European elections and on the concrete steps to set up their own
#ErasmusVotePower projects in their hosting countries. Presentations of Maurits Van Rooijen
(garagErasmus High-Level Council), Carlo and Fabrizio Bitetto (garagErasmus), and Erwan
(#ThisTimeImVoting ambassador in Belgium) were motivating and inspiring. In the end, the
ambassadors had a chance to speak about themselves and about the ideas of the project
which might increase the number of voters living abroad. Each of them shared a different story,
a different motivation and amazing projects to carry out in their role of ambassadors!
The event concluded with a focus on the Erasmus+ Student and Alumni Alliance (ESAA),
whose members and sections were suggested as top partners of the Erasmus ambassadors’
projects. Francesco Guerzoni (ESAA Board member) debriefed ambassadors on what ESAA
is and how to get in touch with its local sections along with the local offices of the European
Commission, the European Parliament and the Erasmus+ agencies in each EU country.
Particularly positive was that several ambassadors already had plans and contacts with local
EU representations and ESAA local sections, underlining how much these young European
citizens are well placed to spread the word about the European elections.
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Eugenia Casariego, gE4Brussels
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